Wednesday Night

Tech Clobbers Texas Wesleyan

By DAVID J. ROBERT
Sports Writer

When a Tech team comes out of
the dressing room prior to the
play and nearly every
basketball player yawns except
the trainer and the head coach,
one tends to wonder if the team
is both mentally and physically
ready to play the encounter.

In fact, it could be said that
the Hokies were suffering from
a sleeping disease which helped
to keep Texas Wesleyan in the
contest for a half.

The Hokies never did get
untracked in the first half
although they led by as many as
nine points twice. Tech simply
could not penetrate TWC's zone
and the stubborn Rams, who
are a NAIA team, managed to
stay in the contest for one half.

But once Coach Charlie Moir
read the riot act to his team at
intermission a noticeable
turnover in the second half
began to work against the Hokies.

This was part of the Hokies'
problem in the first half not
hitting the shot, but in the
second half Tech increased to
hit those long shots when they
(TWC) packed their zone.

"I thought our guards played
real well in the second half and
hit those long shots when they
(TWC) packed their zone,"
Coach Moir remarked.

"When we went into the
locker room you could have
dropped a pin on the floor and
heard it. They (Tech's second
unit), knew I was upset with
them, but I told our kids to come
and play 100 percent in both
practice and during the game or
they would not play in the fourth
hour game and get bench.
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